Leukemia is a blood cancer which results due to inundation of abnormal white blood cells in human. Digital pathology is a dynamic condition that empowers extraction of precise and detailed information of amount and condition of WBCs from patient's blood smear. Digital pathology methods along with machine learning is gaining importance speedily as a proven and essential technology for investigation of new features of leukemia patients histological information, providing the reduced laboratory expenses, improved operational efficiency, diagnosis. This paper highlights emerging methods to automatically diagnose leukemia from cytological-histological & morphological analyses. In this study, we have performed comparative analysis of white blood cells segmentation techniques and evaluated the performance of pretrained deep CNN with multiclass models for Support Vector Machine (ECOC) as feature extractors towards classification of WBC to assist in improved screening of leukemia with classification accuracy of 93.94%.
Introduction
Blood cancer influences the creation and capacity of platelets in human. Leukemia is one of the types of blood cancer that begins from bone marrow, where blood is produced [1] . Stem cells mature and develop into three types of blood cells: redblood cells, white blood cells, or platelets.
In blood cancer, the healthy blood cell development process is hindered by uncontrolled progress of an unusual type of blood cell. These abnormal blood cells, prevent blood from fighting off infections or preventing serious bleeding. The visual investigation of peripheral blood samples is a vital test in the methods for the identification of leukemia [24] . There are four categories of leukemia [2] [3] shown in Fig. 1 .
Figure 1. Types of Leukemia
Leukemia is the most widely recognized cancer in young children those ages under 15 years and adults over age of 65 years. Early and quick detection of leukemia is important for exact treatment. A pathologist's qualitative decision bolstered by a mechanized quantitative decision tool will be helpful to improve the prognostic capacity of histologicalcytological investigations by providing new diagnostic information which is not visible to the pathologist by naked eye. As histological-cytological analysis is the most proficient way for primary screening of leukemia patients, despite everything it stays as a standard leukemia analysis method.
Materials and Methods
Statistical analysis of blood smear images which includes number of RBCs, WBCs and platelets and detailed morphological features can assist a pathologist to diagnose leukemia. Blood smear images are large in size; to perform (Table 1) ; below mentioned algorithms can recognize overlapping cells and can also divide each WBC into three categories such as: cell membrane, nucleus, and cytoplasm. Followed with segmentation, metrics, cell and nucleus size can be extracted from the WBCs. Figure 3 shows preprocessing of microscopic blood image and comparative analysis of different segmentation techniques. 
Classification of Cytology:
At the point when a little measure of information is accessible, traditional element designing based machine learning calculations give genuinely precise forecasts [9] . Classification of tissue types from microscopic images can be done computationally; identified cells and tissues from the images needs to be converted into a vector of features. Regular machine learning algorithms separate measurements from pictures in view of a human designing procedure that requires area learning [12, 13] . After segmentation of WBC from the image, features are extracted either from the whole WBC or separately as Eosinophils, Baspohils, Neutrophils, Lymphocytes and Monocytes. Although, this analysis gives helpful data however it isn't adequate for the diagnosis of blood cancer. In addition to this, characteristics of multicellular gatherings should be considered [10] . Table 2 demonstrates cell-based morphometric investigation to recognize significant leukemia composes and extract features from image and methodology involved. Kazemi et al. 2016 [11] Performed color segmentation and identified irregularity, nucleus-cytoplasm ratio, shape, color, Hausdorff dimension and texture features from the entire nucleus in the whole images containing multiple nuclei using SVM. In [12] Ravikumar et al presented method which detects the majority of WBCs, using Extreme Learning machine and the fast relevance vector machine (Fast-RVM) giving strong flexibility and high computational proficiency. The Fast RVM achieves better and more adjusted characterization for individual classes also, with a low preparing time contrasted with ELM. Subrajeet et al. [15] used SCM clustering to segment every lymphocyte picture into its individual core and cytoplasm locales. Amid highlight extraction, 44 features are extracted from segmented nucleus and cytoplasm of every lymphocyte sub pictures. Agaian et al [13] used local binary pattern automatically detects and segments AML in blood smears 80 blood smear images were tested and obtained 98% precision for the localization of the lymphoblast cells and to isolate it from the subimages and complete images. Performance of HD in the wake of utilizing LBP expanded the classifier execution by 4% also extracted the edges of the nuclei of the myleoblast in a very pronounced manner. Jakkrich Laosai et al [27] , Grouped leukocytes and sort them into 2 noteworthy composes which are lymphoid stem cells and myeloid stem. The technique has been assessed utilizing KMeans clustering. Features extracted from the fragmented cytoplasm and nucleus, are inspired by the visual signals of shape and surface with the highest performance of 92% using SVM. Several methods for leukemia detection have been proposed in past. [6] Microscopic image segmentation using fuzzy Cmeans for leukaemia diagnosis SVM 90 Table 2 .
Quantitative comparison of Classification algorithms in terms of Accuracy
At the point when a lot of data involved, a profound deep learning approach can be used. Deep learning can self-find new, progressive highlights in images (feature learning) permitting better pattern recognition for classification. Deep learning methods outperform over previous conventional machine learning approaches and can achieve higher accuracy [16] . Deep learning network design is dependent on the input dataset and classification target. 
Transfer Learning Using AlexNet:
A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a specific deep learning architecture suitable for image recognition. A CNN has input layer, output layer and multiple hidden layers (convolutional layers, pooling layers, fully connected layers and normalization layers). The performance of CNN models for natural image classification received another boost by the introduction of ImageNet by Alex Krizhevsky, thus also known as AlexNet, in 2012 [30] . AlexNet is considered a breakthrough application of CNNs to multi-categorical classification. We have used a fine-tune pretrained AlexNet convolutional neural network to perform classification of Blood smear images. Network takes an image as input and outputs a label for the object in the image together with the probabilities for each of the object categories. In transfer learning a network can be trained to classify images according to applications. Here we have changed last three layers of the pretrained network to classify different categories of WBCs for leukemia detection.
Figure 4. Pretrained Alexnet Model

CNN Architecture for Blood Smear Image Classification:
The input to the model constitutes segmented cells of 227 × 227 × 3 images with zero center normalization. The proposed CNN has five convolutional layers and four fully connected layers. The learning process can be enhanced by using combination of convolutional/rectified linear units (ReLU) and proper weight initialization [31] . Fully connected layer Max-pooling layers with a pooling window of 3 × 3 and 2 pixel strides follow the convolutional layers for summarizing the outputs of neighboring neuronal groups in the feature maps. Alexnet model is shown in figure 4 . In this paper we have modified a pretrained convolutional neural network with multiclass models for Support Vector Machine (ECOC) for classification of WBC into different categories for leukemia detection. We have used 108 images from ALL-IDB [2] dataset for our research work. Figure 3 shows architecture of Alexnet with 25X1 layers. We have used Transfer learning technique where we took a pretrained CNN and utilized it as a beginning stage to take in another undertaking of WBC classification. We have selected this method as we have less data and transfer learning works faster on small data set. We have provided datasets of five different categories of WBCs as Eosinophils, Baspohils, Neutrophils, Lymphocytes and Monocytes out of them 70% of images were used for training and 30% were used for validation.
Results and Discussion
In this paper we have discussed image analysis techniques for quantitative examination of blood smear images for leukemia detection as it is one of the efficient and cost effective methods. We have reviewed different segmentation and classification techniques using machine learning to provide supervised learning to assist pathologist to diagnose leukemia at early stage. We have proposed an algorithm by modifying pretrained deep convolutional neural network Alexnet for classification of WBCs, using this we could achieve accuracy of 93.94%. Results of classification of different categories of WBC images are shown in figure 5 . Deep learning approach works best on large data which could provide higher accuracy for classification. In future we would to adopt technique for leukemia detection using deep learning to acquire a new set of morphological features with higher accuracy using a large dataset.
Figure 5. Classification Results of WBC Images into Different Categories Dataset :
For this research work we have used ALL-IDB blood cell dataset [24] . ALL-IDB is public and freely available dataset of microscopic blood images, which is especially developed for the evaluation and comparison of blood cell segmentation and classification of leukemia. It has 108 JPG format images with 24 bit color depth, resolution 2592 x 1944.
Conclusion
In this work we have proposed an innovative method for a classification of White blood cells from microscopic images, as support for detection of leukemia. The results obtained shows that the proposed method is able to classify the white blood cells present in the blood smear image with the accuracy of 93.94% by modifying a pretrained deep convolutional neural network.
